KITCHEN STYLES

STYLE SELECTOR

Here’s our pick of the latest kitchen, bedroom and bathroom styles
Words: Yvette Murrell

Second Nature

The trend for grey in interiors just keeps going and the latest shade for Second
Nature’s Milbourne kitchen is both stylish and sophisticated. Charcoal offers the
depth and drama of black but with a softer feel that works with steel and white
for a smart, contemporary scheme. From £9000.
01325 505539 or www.sncollection.co.uk

B.lux

Lighting specialist B.lux has released a collection of ceiling lamps based on
its original 1981 design, proving that this style is a timeless classic. Made
from aluminium with distinct swivel joints, the B.lux System C is available in
black, red (as shown) or beige, with a satin finish. Price on application from
Tyson Lighting.
01254 266000 or www.tysonlighting.com
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Falmec

Our modern homes are tightly draught-proofed, but this
means unhealthy air can be trapped inside. This is why the
designers at Falmec drew on their expertise in air extraction
to create the Bellaria – which means ‘beautiful air’. This
innovative air purification system helps reduce polluting
agents such as bacteria, pollen, spores, dust, odours and
cigarette smoke. It is made from authentic Italian Murano
glass and also features an adjustable light. Available in red,
yellow, grey or white (as shown), Bellaria is priced £849.
01206 849900 or www.falmec.co.uk

The Colour Flooring
Company

Keep things bright this winter by
adding a splash of colour to your
floors. The Colour Flooring Company
has introduced four new colours to
its vinyl flooring collection, including
Tangerine (shown) – a vibrant orange
hue priced £28 per sq m. Not only is
vinyl ideal for kitchens as it is highly
durable, but it can also be used with
underfloor heating and is soft and
warm underfoot.
020 7254 3526 or
www.colourflooring.co.uk

Mobalpa

Aromatic is the very latest kitchen
design introduced by Mobalpa. This
range features 26 different colours
and materials for you to choose from,
so you can create a kitchen that
perfectly suits your home and lifestyle,
and Mobalpa provides a free design
and 3D planning service so you can
visualise the final result. All the furniture
is made in France, with prices starting
from £8000.
020 3697 3730 or
www.mobalpa.co.uk
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Heal’s

With a deep-buttoned headboard, the Balmoral bed
is pictured here upholstered in luxurious blue velvet,
priced £1299 for the king size. Complete the look
shown with Olson glass pendants, £139, Banksia
cushion in black and gold, £95, Furrow throw in navy,
£159, and Corner rug in blue, measuring 170cm x
240cm, £799, all available from Heal’s.
020 7896 7451 or www.heals.com

Mood Collections

Create the look you want in the
bedroom with Mood Collections. This
range of made-to-order bedroom
furniture is hand-crafted in the UK and
comes with a five-year guarantee.
Pictured is the mid-century-inspired
Nostalgic collection, featuring the
Elsted chair, £373, Warnham black
floor lamp, £110, Coxbridge mirror,
£368, Redford upholstered bed, from
£824, and Worthing nest of tables,
£273. Bed linen is also available,
starting from £30.
www.moodcollections.co.uk

Ercol

A new addition to Ercol’s Teramo bedroom furniture collection is
this stylish dressing table in pale oak, £645, with tapered legs and
smooth edges for a simple, contemporary look. Also shown is the
matching Ercol Originals All Purpose chair, £345, a timeless design
classic by the company’s founder Lucian Ercolani.
01844 271800 or www.ercol.com

House of Fraser

Make a colour statement with the latest bedroom accessories from
House of Fraser’s autumn-winter collection. Featuring bold and
abstract prints, pictured is the Rothko block colour cushion, £25,
two-tone knit throw, £45, Painterly print cushion, £15, Klee block
colour cushion, £25, and Winston floor lamp, £120.
0345 602 1073 or www.houseoffraser.co.uk
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Bauhaus

Designed to complement the elegantly
curved Bauhaus Svelte bathroom furniture
range are two new washbasins in Charcoal
and Ice White. Made from cast glass, they
have an air of luxury and are smooth and
easy to clean. Pictured (right) is the Svelte
1200mm unit with cast-glass washbasin in
Ice White, priced from £1560.
0345 873 8840 or www.crosswater.co.uk

Cielo

The Le Pietre basin collection is as elegant
as it is practical, with a variety of different
marble-effect designs made from Cielo’s
Extrà ceramic, measuring just 5mm thick.
Pictured (below) is Cielo’s Comfort square
washbasin in the Le Pietre Carrara Statuario
finish, available from CP Hart and priced
around £941.
0345 873 1121 or www.cphart.co.uk

Very

Updating the look of your bathroom just became easier because, from
sanitaryware to towels, Very has it all. Pictured is the Arthouse gold sunbeam
mirror, £159, Aqualona sandstone bathroom accessories, £19.99 for a pack
of three, Bianca cottonsoft ombre stripe bath sheet, £22, split willow laundry
hamper, £35, Deyongs Bliss large bath mat, £27, and Stream bath, £1399.
0800 092 3355 or www.very.co.uk
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